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Three Boston-Based Attorneys Featured on Boston Magazine’s
2021 ‘Top Lawyers’ List

News

11.23.21 

Boston Magazine named three Fisher Phillips attorneys to their inaugural “Top Lawyers of 2021” list.

Joshua Nadreau, a partner in the Boston office, as well as associates Deepa Desai and Zinnia Khan,

were each featured in the employment category.

Joshua has worked with clients in New England and across the country, routinely advising and

representing clients in collective bargaining, arbitration proceedings, and before state and federal

administrative agencies. His litigation practice focuses on class and collective wage and hour

litigation.

Zinnia’s practice focuses on management-side employment law, including the defense of matters

concerning state and federal anti-discrimination statutes, wage and hour laws, leaves of absence

and employment agreement disputes. She handles matters before state and federal courts, in

addition to administrative agencies such as the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination

(MCAD) and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC).

Deepa focuses her practice defending employers against claims of harassment, discrimination, and

retaliation, as well as wage and hour violations and contract disputes. She also counsels clients on

day-to-day workplace matters, including the preparation of employee handbooks, hiring,

terminations, discipline, leaves of absence and accommodations. Her clients span multiple

industries, including institutions of higher education, retail companies, restaurants, staffing

agencies, and human services agencies.

The first-ever top lawyers list by Boston Magazine was “curated to showcase only the region’s finest

legal minds.” To compile the guide, lawyers in the area were invited to nominate up to three of their

peers in a select number of specialties. Those with the most votes in each specialty were reviewed

by an advisory board of select lawyers, and selected for their credentials and the high number of

votes they received.

Read the article in Boston Magazine.
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